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panasonic is proud to announce the release of firmware updates for the lumix s series full-frame mirrorless cameras dc-s1h (ver.2.4), dc-s1 (ver.0), dc-s1r (ver.1.8), dc-s5 (ver.2) and the micro four thirds box-style mirrorless camera dc-bgh1 (ver.0) to further enhance their functions, performance and usability. 9 section 3 upgrading a hybrid ip-pbx from a previous version of
system software (kx-tda30/kx-tda100/kx-tda200 only) to upgrade the system software of the hybrid ip-pbx from a previous version while keeping the current user data, it is necessary to follow the procedure below. 3.1 procedure before beginning the upgrade procedure, make sure that both the latest and previous versions of maintenance console are installed to the pc. note

certain user data is cleared during the upgrade process, including outgoing messages (ogms). before upgrading the pbx, be sure to back up ogms to a pc using maintenance console. for a list of all items cleared during upgrade, see 3.2 data reset after upgrade. 1. back up the current user data. 1a. back up the current system data file from the pbx to the sd memory card.
connect to the pbx using maintenance console. the appropriate version of maintenance console will be selected automatically. 2. from the tool menu, select sd memory backup. the current system data file will be copied from the pbx to the sd memory card. 1b. copy the current system data file from the sd memory card to the pc. from the utility menu, select file transfer pbx

(sd card) to pc. select dssys (kx-tda30) or dsys (kx-tda100/kx-tda200) from the list of files. click transfer. the save dialog box will be displayed. 4. navigate to the folder in which you want to save the file. 5. enter a file name. 6. click save. a window showing the download process will be displayed. a message will be displayed when the transfer is complete. 7. click ok. sd
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connexion will be the standard method of downloading and installing firmware for kx-tda0820/kx-tda0920/kx-tda3820/kx-tda3920/kx-tda6920. the default firmware is stored on the data memory card. cd, usb, and other download methods will be discussed in a later article. this article will cover how to download and upgrade sd memory cards for all the kx-tda models.
panasonic will not test any of its products after being sold to the end user. panasonic does not take any responsibility for any problem or malfunction that may occur after being sold to the end user. this is why we offer a 3 year warranty on all of our kx-tda0820, kx-tda0920, kx-tda3820, kx-tda3920 and kx-tda6920. the panasonic kx-tda firmware update process is the same

for all models. the most current kx-tda model will be displayed at the top of the table. the current model number of your kx-tda model is: kx-tda0820/kx-tda0920/kx-tda3820/kx-tda3920/kx-tda6920 note: select ‘yes’ if you have a kx-tda0820/kx-tda0920/kx-tda3820/kx-tda3920/kx-tda6920.’ at “title screen”, click ‘continue’ at “installation settings” if you want to continue.
note: select ‘yes’ if you have a kx-tda0820/kx-tda0920/kx-tda3820/kx-tda3920/kx-tda6920.’ at “title screen”, click ‘continue’ if you want to continue. new: step 6 introduction step 8 selection of kx-tda models at a later time. download settings to the data card step 9 uninstallation of the program step 10 in the best interest of our customers, these steps can be done at a later

time and are not necessary during the current firmware update. this software performs the automatic image orientation function for simplified chinese, traditional chinese, korean and russian when using application software and/or interface drivers. the automatic image orientation function can be used for twain driver, isis driver and image capture plus. also this software
performs the searchable pdf creation function, high-compression pdf function andocr zone function used only for image capture plus. it will not function independently. panasonic kx td500 software downloadl this software performs the automatic image orientation function for simplified chinese, traditional chinese, korean and russian when using application software and/or

interface drivers. 5ec8ef588b
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